
Pintas Handbook

Trademark Strategies with 
Major Social Media Platforms



Trademark Best Practices 
For Social Media 



q Social Media has truly exploded over the last decade. It has impact 
across all  business landscapes.

q For example the total number of users of some of the more popular  
Social Media Sites are estimated to be-

q Facebook- Approximately 1.7 billion users

q Youtube- Approximately 1.3 billion users
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q Companies are exploring new ways to expand the reach of  their brands on the 
Internet. As the web technology has changed, so has  the way that such brand 
names have been promoted.

q During the “dawn” of the Internet, which is known as  Web 1.0, the chief 
concern surrounded third-party usage of a brand  owner’s name as part of a 
domain name that was not owned by the brand  owner.

q However, with the advent of “Web 2.0” & “Web 3.0”, which is primarily focused
on user generated contents and the expanded use of trademarks in the social
media arena, Brand owners seek alternate remedies to address unauthorized
trademark uses.
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q Trademark Registration of core brands with the Trademark Office .

q It is particularly advisable in a social media context because all prominent social 
media outlets, including Facebook, Twitter, require trademark  registration 
information in order to commence the process of investigating an  unauthorized 
third-party brand name usage in a social media context.

q Other benefits of trademarks:-

(1) The company could license or assign the mark to generate additional revenue;
(2) Trademarks increase the value of the business;
(3) Trademarks can be used as security interests in certain financial transactions;
(4) Registered marks are beneficial during M&A transactions and other deals;
(5) the company will have standing to enforce its trademark rights.

Trademark Strategy For Social Media
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q Social media marketing does not have to be limited to use the brand’s core trademarks.
A brand may also explore short- or long-term marketing campaigns under the umbrella
of unique hashtag slogan (i.e., a slogan preceded by the symbol #)

q The hashtag slogan can be used as a mechanism for organizing keywords or subject
matter to facilitate searching for a topic.

q The addition of a hashtag symbol to an otherwise unregistrable mark (e.g., one that is
merely descriptive or generic) cannot render it registrable. For example, #Sport for
sport equipment would be refused since it merely describes the purpose or feature of
the goods. However #BornToSport may be registrable for sport equipment since the
hashtag is combined with wording that is neither a descriptive or generic term for the
goods.

Also Trademark Your Unique Hashtag 
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q Once brand owners have properly searched and registered their trademarks, they
should always remember to proactively register their trademark name on top social
media channels—like Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and Pinterest—regardless of if
they plan on being active in those channels. By “reserving” the names, the brands
will be available for brand owners should they decide to market or connect with
customers via a particular social media channel and avoid the chance of brand
confusion and dilution of goodwill.

q All brands owners should register their company name, trademarks and slogans on
all desired social media platforms. Examples

q Facebook
Company Name Handle (ex. Facebook.com/Nike)
Brand Page (ex. Facebook.com/NikeAir)

q Twitter
Company Handle (ex. @Nike)
Brand Page (@NikeAir)

Register Company Handle on Social Media
(even if you are not active)
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Monitor & Enforce   
Your Trademark In 

Social Media



q In 2019 , the UK Intellectual Property Ofice (IPO) published a report 
suggesting that over five times more counterfeit goods were sold in 
invite- only groups on Facebook and Twitter than open groups.

q Unauthorised content – IP infringement can also arise from the 
unlawful use or distribution of content, including or text, photographs or 
videos.

q Business trade mark misuse – both registered and unregistered trade 
mark rights.

q Products infringing a registered design or patent protecting a product

Counterfeits in Social Media
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q “Typical” trademark infringement in a social media context takes place when  a user on a 
social media page, uses third-party brand names on the site to  refer to products that are 
not legitimate, counterfeit, or perhaps imply a link  between the products and services and 
the brand owner when no such  approval or link exists.

q Another common issue would be User Name Squatting (i.e. a user registers the user 
name  but does not offer any sort of goods or services on the site itself, or any content  
on the particular social media page at all.)

q Social media sites are usually very reluctant to disclose information regarding the people 
or groups that are engaging in the allegedly infringing behaviors. Therefore, obtaining 
information about the real “wrongdoer” might prove challenging

q Further, obtaining relief against a social media site itself may  prove challenging because 
it is difficult to establish that the social media site is engaged in the infringing behaviour.

q Due to such potential limitations with respect to litigation against social media sites
themselves, it is essential that brand owners become familiar with social media sites’
trademark enforcement policies.

Trademark Infringement in Social Media
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q Facebook Trademark Policy-

§ Facebook’s Statement of Rights and Responsibilities indicates that “If you
select a username or similar identifier for your account or Page, we
reserve the right to remove or reclaim it if we believe it is inappropriate
(such as when a trademark owner complains about a username that
does not closely relate to a user's actual name).”

§ Under Facebook’s Terms of Service and Community Standards, user can
only post content to Facebook if it doesn’t violate someone else’s
intellectual property rights, including trademarks.

§ Facebook’s Commerce and Ads IP Tool also allows participating
intellectual property rights owners to search ads and other content, and to
report content that they believe infringes their intellectual property rights.

§ Before you submit a report, please consider whether the content you want
to report may be a permissible use of your trademark. If you’re not sure
whether the content you’re reporting infringes your intellectual property
rights (e.g.: fair use), you may want to seek legal guidance.

§ Please note that submitting a report of intellectual property infringement is
a serious matter with potential legal consequences. Intentionally
submitting misleading or otherwise fraudulent reports of trademark
infringement may lead to Facebook taking action, including termination of
your account.

TRADEMARK POLICY OF SOCIAL MEIDA PLATFORMS
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q Twitter Trademark Policy-

§ Twitter will suspend an account when “there is a clear intent to mislead
others through the unauthorized use of a trademark”.

§ Should a brand owner finds someone squatting on its mark, report it via
the website's support form.

§ Should Twitter find the reported account holder in violation, they will either
suspend the account or give the user an opportunity to comply before
suspension.

§ Twitter take enforcement actions either on a specific piece of content (e.g.,
an individual Tweet or Direct Message) or on an account. Below are some
of the enforcement actions that Twitter may take:

a. Limiting Tweet visibility;
b. Requiring Tweet removal;
c. Hiding a violating Tweet while awaiting its removal;
d. Stopping conversations between a reported violator and the reporter’s account;
e. Requiring media or profile edits;
f. Placing an account in read-only mode;
g. Verifying account ownership;
h. Permanent suspension; or
i. Etc.

TRADEMARK POLICY OF SOCIAL MEIDA PLATFORMS
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q YouTube Trademark Policy-

§ YouTube policies prohibit channels as well as videos that infringe on
trademarks. This means, If you spot another YouTuber using video
content that uses your mark, in a way likely to cause confusion, you are
within your rights to contact YouTube.

§ Though YouTube does provide a system for reporting infringement
violations, the platform strongly encourages YouTubers to mediate
issues themselves for faster results.

§ Nonetheless, YouTube is not in a position to mediate trademark disputes
between creators and trademark owners. YouTube is willing to perform a
limited investigation of reasonable complaints and will remove content in
clear cases of infringement. Abuse of their legal process may result in
termination of your YouTube channel.

TRADEMARK POLICY OF SOCIAL MEIDA PLATFORMS
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q Instagram Trademark Policy-

§ Instagram set out their trademark infringement policy in their Help Center
for their users.

§ User can submit a claim of trademark infringement to Instagram with
their online form.

§ Instagram can’t adjudicate disputes between third parties, and so like
other social platforms, Instagram prefers its users try and resolve claims
on their own.

§ Please note that submitting a claim of trademark infringement is a
serious matter with potential legal consequences. Before user submit a
report, user may want to send a message to the person who posted the
content and resolve the issue with them directly.

§ Remember, only the trademark owner or their authorized representative
may file a report of trademark infringement. If the user believe something
on Instagram infringes someone else’s trademark, user may want to let
the rights owner know.

TRADEMARK POLICY OF SOCIAL MEIDA PLATFORMS
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q LinkedIn Trademark Policy-

§ LinkedIn takes trademark violation accusations very seriously, reminding
users to only report violations "in good faith." Their policy on trademark
infringement is clear.

§ If user in good faith believe that content posted by a member on
LinkedIn website infringes his/her trademark rights, user may complete
the Notice of Trademark Infringement Form. A copy of the user’s
trademark registration must be provided in order to process his/her
claim.

§ Nonetheless, please note that any assertions made by the user in
submitting the Trademark Infringement Form are subject to penalty of
perjury.

TRADEMARK POLICY OF SOCIAL MEIDA PLATFORMS
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